®

Transform Case Management
with Better Collaboration
Discover how easier communication, effortless data insights, and
improved information-gathering can push your toughest cases forward.

We’re Your Force Multiplier
T H E PR O B L E M TO DAY

W H AT YO U N E E D

Efficiency is challenged by disconnected
and rigid agency processes, unsecured
email communications, and lack of social
media platform integration.

Streamlined communications, accurate
data-driven insights, and stringent security
protocols help ensure investigation work
and assets are safe and accessible.

W H Y I T M AT T E R S

T H E S O LU T I O N

Sharing accurate business and criminal
intelligence is crucial. Regardless of the
scope of your investigation, agents benefit
from software tools that enable smoother
exchanges of more meaningful insights
driven by diverse datasets.

What we call a “force multiplier”: bridging
the gap between trustworthy data-tracking
capabilities, powerful research tools that track
relationships between businesses in your line
of sight, and collaboration workforce software
that keeps the team on the dot--at all times.

UNIFIED

SMARTER

TRUSTED

A fresh perspective can turn the
whole case around.
D&B Investigate offers a new
way to collaborate, free from
administrative hurdles or
security risks. All in one place.

More investigation and
enforcement and less gathering
and compiling. D&B Investigate
provides a smooth, intuitive
platform that pulls together
critical data showing unique
patterns and trends you won’t
find anywhere else.

Leverage Dun & Bradstreet’s
extensive body of proprietary
data. Drawing from multiple
sources, D&B Investigate
combines validated information
with experienced industry
support.

®

The Power of Combining
Collaboration, Data Extraction,
and Advanced Insights

Section 508 Compliant
WCAG AA Compliant
NIS 800-171 Compliant
AWS Gov Cloud Compliant
Tags & Tag Cloud Support

Whether you’re local, state, or federal: collaborate more
securely and effectively with high-level case management.

Available in English & French

Maritime Shipping Data
Provides a window into
global trade and the
companies involved in
importing, exporting, and
transporting goods

Diversity Data
Provides access to one of
the largest supplier diversity
databases with over 300
sources from global, federal,
state, and national agencies

Business and
Executive Search
Helps registered users
search and view business
and related executives
in the Dun & Bradstreet
Data Cloud

Ultimate Ownership
Uses the largest collection
of corporate family tree
information and ultimate
ownership to complete the
corporate ownership picture
down to the individual level

Awards, Exclusions,
and Violations
Brings together into one
view on the entity record
contracting awards,
exclusions, and violations
from data sources including
the EPA, OSHA, GCL,
and SAMS

Product Support
Easily leverage Client Director
access for all support needs

Search & Build
The Search & Build feature allows you to use
keywords and descriptors to find, collect and compile
company information into customized Lists.

Briefcase
The D&B Investigate Briefcase is a collaborative
feature that helps users collect, secure and gather
data within investigations.

Display sharable Lists you’ve created

All users can create and name Briefcases

Access info like location, county and business status

Easily add and organize lists and entities in your Briefcases

See all user-generated tags in a tag cloud

Utilize comments and notes to discuss business details

Discover the impact of unrestrained collaboration and analytical insights to
help you investigate threats and reduce fraud, waste, and abuse.

For more information on D&B Investigate, get in touch.
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